LEGAL NOTES
Terms and conditions of use of www.nolanplastica.com
Definitions
“NOLANPLASTICA” means NOLANPLASTICA SpA. , with registered office in VIA PONTE DI SIRICO, n°68, 80039
SAVIANO (NA) - ITALY.
“Web Site” means the internet site (www.nolanplastica.com) owned and updated by the Company NOLANPLASTICA
SpA.
“User” means any visitor(whether they are companies or individuals) who access or use this web site .

Introduction
This document lists the terms and conditions of use of the site to be followed by all users who wish to browse the
pages of the same. Access to the website and in any event any action that involves navigation on its pages constitute
acceptance of these Terms: if the user does not agree then simply fail to navigate the pages of the site. In addition to
the above, it is stated that anyone who accesses the Site acknowledge implicitly to be an adult and do not use the Site
and the materials therein for unlawful purposes or otherwise contrary to the applicable provisions of law.

Site content
NOLANPLASTICA intends to offer through the pages of the Site, general information related to its business and,
although these are constantly reviewed and updated by skilled and specially selected, it is understood that the
contents thereof, with reference to the topic, should not be considered neither complete nor exhaustive or otherwise
incorrect. Therefore, the user who intends to rely on the information contained on the Site should make an
independent and further verification of the correctness thereof. In this regard, NOLANPLASTICA states

that the

material contained on the Site should be considered "on as is basis", that might not be appropriate and/or suitable for
specific purposes and interests of the user who logs on to its pages or that may have inside factors which, if re-used,
could lead to violations of intellectual property rights owned by third parties.

Intellectual Property Rights and restrictions on use
All site content (text, images, videos, photos, logos, slogans, sound reproduction, site design etc ...) are protected and
safeguarded by existing rules on copyright and industrial property and / or intellectual property. The contents of this
website therefore may not, either in whole or in part, be copied, reproduced, transferred, uploaded, posted or
distributed in any way or form without the prior written consent of "NOLANPLASTICA", subject to the possibility of
storing on user computer or to print extracts from this Site for personal use only and not for commercial purposes and
provided that the material in question is not modified in any way and are maintained with all the information relating
to intellectual property rights and/or Industrial attached thereto.
At the same time, the content of this site may not in whole or in part, be spread through communication channels such
as internet, television systems, radio or any other in the absence of prior written consent of NOLANPLASTICA. The
trademarks and logos appearing on the Site are the property of NOLANPLASTICA. They may not be used on any other
web site other than the Site or on other media without prior consent NOLANPLASTICA. The name "NOLANPLASTICA"
and/or any brand of its products may not be used as internet addresses of other sites, or parts of such addresses,

without the prior written consent of NOLANPLASTICA. The information and material on this site may not also be used
for commercial purposes with a view to establishing databases of every type and genre, or be stored (in whole or in
part) in existing databases, both they are accessible only by the breeder than made available to third parties.

Liability limits
NOLANPLASTICA could not be held responsible in any way for damages of any kind caused directly or indirectly from
its website access and/or downloading of its contents, the impossibility of accessing it, by the news in it or by the use
that third parties may make. NOLANPLASTICA reserves the right to modify these "Terms and Conditions at any time
without notice, make known to others by the automatic display of the changes, whose acceptance will express
agreement to the new conditions of use.

Links to other Websites
NOLANPLASTICA recognizes the possibility of creating a hyperlink (link) solely and exclusively with its main page
(HOME PAGE) and not with the internal pages and/or accessories of the site. To this end it is necessary that a request
for such topic is made and sent by mail to nolanplastica@nolanplastica.it.
Regarding that kind of request NOLANPLASTICA reserves the right to deny permission to link where the link might be
in any way a damage of any kind for NOLANPLASTICA (including damage to the image and good name) at its sole
discretion. Hyperlinks defined deep (deep link) or techniques to prevent the recognition of (or mask) authorship of the
content (framing) are expressly prohibited.
Violation of the above conduct constitutes an offence that could be prosecuted also in terms of unfair competition,
governed by existing rules. On NOLANPLASTICA site may also be inserted hyperlinks to third party sites for
completeness of information and/or to the sole purpose of easier navigation by the visitor without that there is any
connection between the content of the site NOLANPLASTICA and that of the third party site reached. In this case,
NOLANPLASTICA does not assume any liability with regard to both the content published on those sites and the use
that third parties can do, both in terms of damages caused by or arising in connection with access to those sites, of
the interconnection with the same or downloading of their contents. The User who decide to visit any website linked to
NOLANPLASTICA Site does so at its own risk and responsibility and takes all necessary measures against viruses or
other destructive elements.

Cookies
No personal information of the user is acquired by the site. No cookies are used for the transmission of information of
a personal character, nor the so-called persistent cookies, i.e. systems for the tracing of the users, used. The use of
so-called session cookies (that are not memorized in a persistent manner in the computer of the user and that
disappear when the browser is closed) is strictly limited to the transmission of the session identification data
(consisting of casual numbers generated by the server) necessary to allow safe and efficient exploration of the site.
The so-called session cookies used in this site avoid resort to other information technology techniques that are liable to
damage the confidentiality of the navigation of the users, and do not permit any acquisition of personal information
identifying the user. Any disabling cookies on user location will not affect in any way affect the interaction with the site
NOLANPLASTICA.

Personal information protection
NOLANPLASTICA processes any personal information in accordance with its privacy statement. By using this site, the
visitor consents to such processing and he/she warrants that all data provided by him/her is accurate. See the Privacy
Statement.

Site changes
NOLANPLASTICA states that may at any time, in total autonomy and at its discretion substitute, add, modify and/or
integrate the Site and/or the material contained therein as well as the technology used. In this regard,
NOLANPLASTICA expressly makes known that these activities could result in temporary or permanent inability to
access the Site and/or its content.

Access to the site from abroad
Anyone accessing the site from a different country other than Italy is obliged to act in full compliance with the
conditions and applicable laws in the country and expressly warrants that it will not use the Site and material
contained therein in a manner that cause a violation of the laws just mentioned.

Termination
NOLANPLASTICA may terminate the access to this web site at any time for any reasons whatsoever and without any
notice.

Jurisdiction and Law
These Terms of Use Site are governed by Italian law and must therefore be interpreted in such legislation. The Courts
of Nola (Na), Italy, will have exclusive jurisdiction for any dispute relating to these terms and conditions. For all
matters not expressly provided for, the provisions of Italian law are in force.

